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Better-Than-Expected Earnings Can’t Overcome New Euro-Fears
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Despite a better-than-expected start to first-quarter earnings season, the S&P 500 fell 2% last week, its worst week since mid-December, 2011. The biggest cause of the latest sell-off was renewed concern for rising debts in Europe, notably Spain, and an important election next week in France. Meanwhile, in the U.S., most economic statistics still point up, although a few offer conflicting conclusions.

First-Quarter Earnings May Be Better Than Expected

Last week, I reported that the S&P 500’s first-quarter earnings were expected to rise by only 2.2% – the slowest pace in three years – but perhaps analysts were being too pessimistic. So far, earnings have been much better than expected. For example, Alcoa kicked off earnings season last Tuesday with first-quarter operating earnings of 14 cents per share, 18-cents better than analysts’ consensus estimate of a 4-cent per share loss. Then, on Thursday, Google reported better-than-expected sales. As I’ve been saying in recent Marketmails, some of these first quarter earnings surprises are attributable to relentless stock buyback programs, which reduce the number of shares outstanding, thereby boosting net earnings per share.

Also, CNBC reported last Tuesday that, according to Credit Suisse, the average daily volume in stock trading in March hit the lowest level since December 2007. Aggressive stock buyback programs, fewer stock splits, a drop in high-frequency trading and less high-volume trading in options, futures and ETFs are all likely explanations for the dramatic drop in stock trading volume. But the fact that the stock market rose over 12% in the first quarter on extremely low trading volume is encouraging.

If the stock market can rise this fast on light volume, what can we expect to see when volume inevitably picks up? Perhaps those stocks that deliver the best earnings surprises will gain the most. But, then again, the market may repeat its summer swoons of 2010 and 2011, based on yet another euro crisis!

“April in Paris” Brings another Euro-Zone Crisis

Every spring, Europe seems to hatch a new debt crisis. Spain now seems to be the next euro-domino to fall. According to the Bank of Spain, Spanish banks borrowed 316.3 million euros ($417.5 million) in March, almost twice its borrowing level in February (or any other recent month). Bond yields in Italy and Spain have started rising again as sovereign debt fears have resurfaced. Now that some European nations have fallen back into a recession, these debtor nations cannot hope to grow their way back to solvency.

This time around, it looks like the drain in Spain falls mainly on the Seine. French banks hold oversized portions of the debts of the southern European PIGS (Portugal, Italy, Greece, and Spain), and with French Presidential elections coming next weekend (April 22), we’re likely to see a swing toward socialism.

Right now, it looks like the Socialist candidate, Francois Hollande – who is proposing 75% taxes on the wealthy – will beat the incumbent President Nicolas Sarkozy on April 22 and again in the May 6 runoff, but I believe that Hollande’s tax plans will fail. Unlike Americans, French residents can easily leave their country and avoid taxes, simply by fleeing to Monaco or any other nearby tax haven.
While Europe sputters again, China is still driving global growth. Last week, China announced that its first quarter GDP growth rose at an 8.1% annual rate. Even though that is the slowest pace in the past 11 quarters, the main reason is softer housing prices and less infrastructure spending, which helps bring some sanity to their bloated housing market. The good news is that China’s retail sales rose at a 15.2% annual pace, up from 14.7% in the previous two months. China’s imports continue to grow faster than its exports due to a growing middle class that is craving imported goods. Overall, the details of China’s GDP report paint a picture of a more balanced economy – one that should be able to promote more consistent growth.

**Stat of the Week: U.S. Trade & Budget Deficits Both Fall!**

While Europe’s debts rise, the U.S. budget deficit and trade deficit are slowly shrinking. Specifically, on Wednesday, the Treasury Department reported that for the first six months of fiscal 2012, the federal government’s budget deficit declined 6% to $779 billion, down from $829 billion in the same period a year ago. This means that the government will probably not run out of money until around Election Day!

As for trade, the U.S. continues to export refined oil products (e.g., diesel, jet fuel, gasoline, etc.), which is reducing the U.S. trade deficit. On Thursday, the Commerce Department announced that in February, the U.S. trade deficit fell 12.4% to $46 billion in February, down from $52.5 billion in January. This has caused analysts to revise their 2012 GDP forecasts from around 2.1% up to as high as 2.6% or 2.7%.

In other statistics, the Fed released its latest Beige Book survey in which all 12 Fed districts reported that economic growth was at least “modest” while Kansas City reported a “faster pace” of growth. The Beige Book credited unusually warm weather and an early Easter for rising retail sales and auto sales growth.

The latest monthly inflation indexes also came out last Thursday and Friday. Over the past 12 months, the government says wholesale inflation has risen 2.8%, the slowest pace since June 2010, while consumer prices rose 2.7%. As a result, the Fed says that inflation is “under control,” even though all of us can see evidence of inflation at the grocery stores and the gas pumps. For instance, we learned last Thursday that the Producer Price Index (PPI) was unchanged in March, due to a 2% drop in gasoline prices! But the next day, we learned that gasoline prices within the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose by 5.7% in March.

Who’s right? When I consult the government’s official website for energy information (www.eia.gov), I find that the national average price for a gallon of gas rose from $3.78 on February 27 to $3.996 on April 2, a 5.7% gain, while the phony 2% gasoline price drop in the PPI was blamed on “seasonal adjustments.”

Here’s another baffling number: Last Thursday, new claims for unemployment rose by 13,000 in the latest week to 380,000, the highest level since January, pushing the four-week moving average of new jobless claims up 4,250 to 368,500. But there’s another seasonal glitch in these numbers as economists pointed out that school workers can now apply for new jobless claims on Spring break, even though their jobs will resume in a week or two.

The economic picture should become clearer Thursday with the release of the latest “Leading Indicators.” I’ll report on the resolution of these seemingly-conflicting economic signals in next week’s Marketmail.

---

**Marketmail gets updated on Fridays and whenever the DOW closes up or down 300 points or more.**
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